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| ACHIEVEMENTS

ART

Amy Berton (L6) awarded the Painter-Stainers 

School Art Prize 2017 by the Master of the 

Livery Company at the Painter-Stainers Hall in 

the City of London.

DRAMA

Kaizer Akhtar (2nd Form) appears as 

‘Praiseworthy’ in ‘Doctor Who Episode 2, 

Smile’ alongside Peter Capaldi and Pearl 

Mackie.

MUSIC

Owen Price (3rd Form) gains place to study 

Bassoon and Piano at the Royal Academy of 

Music Conservatoire on Saturdays.

MUSIC

William Everitt (2nd Form) gains place to study 

Trumpet at the Guildhall School of Music 

Conservatoire on Saturdays.

CHARITY

Nathaniel Hallam, Max Hardy and Ewan Stacey 

(L6) took part in the London West Tough 

Mudder raising money for Cancer Research.

CHARITY

Twelve Blathwayt pupils and three members of 

staff undertook the annual Vitality 10km road 

race in London in support of the House charity, 

The Rainbow Trust.

HOCKEY

Morgan Males (L6) and Catherine Ledesma 

(U6) represent England in U18 summer 

tournaments, both captaining their teams in 

matches against Spain

HOCKEY

Harry Tufts (2nd Form) voted U13/14 Surrey 
Goal¬keeper of the Year & also, with Alistair 
O’Donnell (4th Form), voted Surbiton HC 
Goalkeepers of the Year. Marcus Jones (5th Form) 

voted Surbiton HC best U16 player last season.

SHOW JUMPING
Phoebe Leake (U6) qualified for the prestigious 

Longines Royal International Horse Show, 

one of the largest outdoor horse shows in the 

country. 

SWIMMING

Matthew Ferguson (5th Form) is South East 
Champion in 50m & 100m freestyle and gets 
silver in 50m backstroke, placing him in top 10 
nationally in all 3 events. Also selected to swim for 
England East team at the Schools’ Games.

ROWING

Seb Bull (3rd Form) wins gold in the U14 Quad 

event in the Junior Sculling Regatta at Eton 

Dorney Olympic course with his team from 

Walton Rowing Club.

GOLF

Skye Slijepcevic (1st Form) won Surrey Golf’s 

U12 Rookie Tour event shooting 8 shots better 

than his handicap.

GOLF
Thomas and Matthew Hawke (2nd Form) 

selected for Surrey U14 team and were part of 

the victorious Surrey U14 squad that won its 

regional league.

SCOUTING
Alexander Walden (4th Form) awarded the 

Eagle Scout Award, during a ceremony on 

Omaha Beach, France.

I N D I V I D U A L  S U C C E S S
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ACTIVITIES | 

PUPILS WHO JOIN OUR CCF (Combined 
Cadet Force) are lucky enough to have 
opportunities to take part in a number of 
amazing activities. One of these was the 
chance to head out to Protaras in southern 
Cyprus to undertake a week of scuba 

diving. Whilst the majority of cadets were 
on their first diving experience undertaking 
the initial step on the diving ladder - the 
PADI Open Water Diver qualification - some 
of the more experienced cadets got the 
chance to complete their wreck and Nitrox 
diving specialty courses, with others doing 
their Advanced Open Water course. With 
underwater visibility of up to 20m and an 
abundance of fish and marine life, everyone 
had a fantastic time in the warm waters of 
the Med.

Another opportunity allowed the Clay 
Target team to attend the Cadet Shotgun 

Championships in Cambridge. This 
competition includes a variety of disciplines, 

CCF
Underwater adventures and celebrating achievements

TOASTMASTERS 
Speaking skills pay off 
in the finale 

LAST WEEK, THE UPPER SIXTH 
TOASTMASTERS rounded off a successful 
year with two events to celebrate their 
development in public speaking. The first 
– a meeting with Epsom Speakers’ Club – 
gave the students a forum in which to show 
off their skills, from delivering prepared 
and impromptu speeches to evaluating 
the efforts of others. Passionate speeches 
from James Cobb and Richard Reay (who 
won best speaker for the evening), as well 
as a large variety of invariably hilarious 
unprepared ‘Table Topics’ impressed the 
visiting Epsom Speakers.

At the final meeting students, parents 
and staff congregated to listen to speeches 
on a range of topics, from Henry Roberts 

CCF Suba Diving in Cyprus

ranging from down-the-line to sporting 
clays, and gave the cadets an excellent 
opportunity to develop their shooting. The 
weekend ended with Ryan Hutchinson 
winning the final flush shoot for the CCF 
team, and commendations go to all the 
Reed’s shooters for their energy, high spirits, 
and excellent scores!

Representatives from the armed 
services joined officers and cadets, both 
past and present, for the annual CCF 

Regimental Dinner where we gathered 
together to celebrate the achievements of 
the CCF. Hosted by Maj Webb, the guests 
were treated to a great performance from 
the Corps of Drums and fine food followed 
by guest speaker and Old Reedonian, Maj 
Mike Foster Vander Elst of the Rifles, who 
gave an inspiring speech about what Reed’s 
meant to him and how it helped to shape his 
career in the Rifles.

 CSgt Mike Wright, SSI

on ‘The Art of Lying’ to Jamie Viljoen’s 
‘Birds and Snow Leopards’. Calum 
Pitkethly, Jordan Cox, and David Diaper’s 
speeches demonstrated genuine bravery 
and emotion, much to the appreciation of 
everyone in attendance. Tom Atkins was 

awarded ‘Best Speaker’, and Brandon How 
and Jamie Viljoen ‘Most Improved’. We 
hope the students have taken value from 
this year’s meetings - they made it especially 
enjoyable for the staff. 

Sasha Gibbons, Classics Department

Cadet Shotgun Championships

Brandon How and Jamie Viljoen win  
‘Most Improved’ Tom Atkins wins ‘Best Speaker’
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M U S I C
Committed and talented performances

ST MARTIN OF TOURS always provides 
a wonderful and welcoming setting for the 
Music Department’s Summer Concert, 
offering a balance between grandeur 
and intimacy and a resonant acoustic.  
The Orchestra’s bold interpretation of 
Tchaikovsky’s ‘Romeo and Juliet’ Overture 
initiated proceedings and the Lower School 
Orchestra followed with a commanding 
performance of ‘Also Sprach Zarathustra’, 
the famous fanfare from 2001, unifying 
elements of classical, pop and jazz by 
combining a full symphony orchestra with 
a funk band. 

Other highlights included the string octet 
consisting of Reed’s best string players 

and their moving rendition of a Danish folk 
song, the brass groups which performed 
witty arrangements of popular tunes from 
the ’60s to the present day, and the wind 
band which made a joyous sound in their 
rendition of ‘Les Misérables’. The Jazz 
Orchestra’s finale created a riotous and 
electrifying sound as the musicians crashed 
their way through a big band arrangement 
of a Guns ’n Roses classic.  The result 
was another extraordinary success and a 
fitting valedictory for many of Reed’s finest 
musicians in the Upper Sixth.

Simeon Smith, Music Department

THE LOWER SCHOOL RECITAL began 
with an impressive trumpet duet from Ruben 
Emson and Will Everitt and was followed 
by similarly high-quality performances from 
a number of soloists and small groups, 
exploring a wide variety of musical genres. 
The finale of the evening was provided 
by the Lower School Orchestra, which 
included guest players from Manor House 
School. The jazz-inspired version of ‘Also 
Sprach Zarathustra’, complete with electric 
guitar solo, and energetic performance of 
‘Enola Gay’, with singers and orchestra, 
provided a fitting end to the evening. Over 

Summer Concert

Lower School Recital

80 pupils were involved and all should 
be congratulated on their performances 
and commitment to rehearsals - a true 
demonstration of the enthusiasm and 

talent of the young musicians at Reed’s.
Sarah Butler, Head of Academic Music

THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT ENDED THE 
YEAR with a fantastically successful Choir 
Tour spending four days in the seaside town 
of Noordwijk in the Netherlands. Highlights 
included a lunchtime concert at the 
picturesque Engelse Kerk where the choir 
sang magnificently and soloists, Barney 
Goodwin, Ruben Emson and Will Everitt, 
performed virtuosic brass repertoire to a 
warm and appreciative audience. The tour 
ended with a concert in a larger Catholic 
church in the centre of Monnickendam, a 
rustic and ancient hamlet, with a committed 
and enthusiastic community who supported 
our performance with immense gratitude 
and a standing ovation! We were impressed 
by the responsibility and resilience shown 
by our diverse pool of pupils, drawn from all 
year groups, who made this tour a joy both 
musically and spiritually.

Simeon Smith, Music Department
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A R T 
A high level of achievement and creativity

THIS YEAR’S CLOSE ART COMPETITION 
was another fiercely contested one. Boys in 
the First and Second Forms were asked to 
work with clay, design lino prints and produce 
mixed-media landscapes. As ever, the work 

produced was fantastic, making the judging 
process enjoyable but also quite difficult! 
I mentioned on the night to all pupils and 
parents that it is very important to find the 
time in our very busy lives to appreciate art. 
It was certainly a pleasure for me to judge 
this year’s competitions which required me 
to spend a few hours surrounded by the 
excellent work on display. As a member of the 
Reed’s community, I am delighted that all the 
Arts (Drama, Music and Art itself) are so well 

... it is very important that we 
all find the time in our very 

busy lives to appreciate art. 

developed and supported.
The Art and Design Department opened 

its doors to welcome pupils, friends and family 
for another stunning Open Studio exhibition 
where GCSE and A Level Art, Graphics, and 
Photography work was on show in the newly 
refurbished studios. Highlights of the show 
included Alana Collett’s Graphics submission 
of a children’s illustrated book, for which she 
even wrote the story, and her triple portraits 
for Fine Art, which captured the colour, texture 
and tones of the skin in oil paint. The studio 
exhibiting the Photography A Level work 
encompassed films, kinetic displays and 
soundscapes, all of which demonstrated how 
far the students could take the photographic 
image. Not to be outdone, the GCSE display 
was a riot of colour showing the boys’ work 
in print, painting, collage, drawing and pop-
art sculptures. The studios were packed and 
everyone enjoyed the new venue and the 
high level of achievement and creativity of the 
pupils. Well done to all the exhibitors - it has 
been a truly memorable year!

Alison Johnson, Head of Art

Triple portraits in oil by Alana Collett, Upper Sixth

Open Studio Exhibition Open Studio Exhibition
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THE THIRD FORM enthusiastically performed 
Jonny McKnight’s ‘The Incredible Adventures 
of See Thru Sam’, a play that depicts the life 
of 15-year-old Sam McTannan as he comes 
to grips with the loss of his parents. The boys 
rose to the  challenge  of the exaggerated 
theatrical style whilst also relishing the 
opportunity to  engage the audience in 
an emotive performance. The comedic 
performances of several pupils brought the 
house down, creating lighter moments in the 
piece. The set perfectly reflected the sense 
of juxtaposition through its bold use of colour 
and angular shapes. In addition a wonderful 
selection of musical tracks created a score 
to the piece that emphasised the changes of 
tone from scene to scene. Overall it was the 
sense of ensemble, with all the boys present 
on stage throughout, that gave the piece its 
shape and clarity in message.

Fiona Roberts, Drama Department

The Close Drama in a Day competition, 
now in its sixth year, puts the leadership and 
creative skills of Lower Sixth Drama A Level 
students to the test as they cajole, stimulate 
and encourage young pupils in the First and 
Second Forms to create short plays. After 

D R A M A 
Comedic performances and leadership skills

... the subject matter ranging 
from the pains of working in  

a Haribo factory to the revolt 
of the proletariat against  

three kings.

an exhausting day of rehearsals, the boys 
performed in front of a sold-out audience 
and an ‘X-Factor’ style judging panel. Each 
group had been given a quotation from a 
Caryl Churchill play to incorporate into their 
final pieces, and this was done in intelligent 
and clever ways, with the subject matter 
ranging from the pains of working in a 
Haribo factory to the revolt of the proletariat 
against three kings.

Tim Silk, Director of Drama

The winners were:
First Place:  ‘Harry and The Haribo 

Factory’ (Clapton),  
directed by Will King and 
Phoebe Leake

Second Place:  ‘A Hole Lot of Confusion’ 
(Clapton),  
directed by Sam Moldon

Third Place:  ‘The Three Kings’ (Royal 
Putney),  
directed by Alex Bain

The individual acting prizes were won 
by Arjun Bhasin, Connor Powell and 
Cameron Anderson.

Angus McCann, Louis Putt and Ethan Cox in ‘The Incredible Adventures of See thru Sam’

A scene from one of the plays in the ‘Drama in a Day’ competition
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A C A D E M I C  T R I P S  &  E V E N T S
to develop curiosity ...

MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Over 90 students from First Form to the Upper 
Sixth took part in the MFL Festival - a celebration 
of languages through dance, drama, poetry and 
music. A cultural, literary and linguistic travel 
around the world, it was a great opportunity 
for pupils to gain confidence speaking a 
foreign language while on stage. With eight 
world languages represented (Arabic, French, 
Dutch, German, Italian, Japanese, Mandarin, 
and Spanish) performances started with a rap 
in German and finished with a Spanish poem 

by Federico García Lorca. 
To enthuse budding younger linguists, 

pupils from the First and Second Forms 
were invited on a trip to Royal Grammar 
School, Guildford where they embarked 
on an intriguing linguistic voyage taking a 
transatlantic ‘train journey’ from Mexico, to 
Saudi Arabia, to France, to Germany, with 
the final destination being China.  Each of 
the five stops captured the essence of the 
respective country - a fantastic evening! 

Fleur Cramoisan, Head of MFL

Those studying languages at A Level got the 
chance to immerse themselves fully in their 
chosen language on a variety of trips to Europe. 
Salamanca was the destination for the Spanish 
students who spent a week living with a Spanish 

family.  After a morning of lessons at the ISLA 
language school the students had the afternoons 
and evenings to explore the stunning and historic 
city of Salamanca with a variety of activities such 
as a visit to the top of the cathedral towers, a 
tapas tour, a salsa lesson and a visit to a traditional 
paellería. The students made the most of the 
opportunity to immerse themselves in both the 
language and the culture and they all came back 
enthused and speaking Spanish like semi-natives!

Lauren Ashby, Head of Spanish

The A Level French students enjoyed a 
productive and enjoyable week in the beautiful 
university city of Montpellier in the south of 
France. Staying with host French families, 
mornings were spent having French lessons in 
the LSF language school with activities later in 
the day such as visits to the seaside town of 
Palavas and the nearby city of Nîmes, where the 
students visited the ancient Roman remains of 
the Arènes and the Maison Carré.

Helen Salford, Head of French

PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION 
A trip to the Netherlands with a group of pupils 
covering a range of age groups gave all those 
studying Philosophy & Religion the opportunity 
to reflect on how hatred and discrimination 
have shaped our history. In Amsterdam, after 
a day of traditional sightseeing, we travelled to 
Vught to visit Camp Herzogenbusch, a Nazi SS-
run concentration camp. It was as expected: 
chilling, emotional and poignant. The camp 
served two purposes: as a political prison and 
as a transition camp for their Jewish inmates. 
Some of the original crematoriums and guard 
towers remain, as does its Solitary Unit which is 
still being used as a prison. On our return journey 
there was a sombre but optimistic atmosphere, 
as the final sentiments we were left with were 
those of compassion and tolerance. We wrote 
a message on behalf of Reed’s School which 
read: “We stand together, united in the face of 
hatred and discrimination. We hope and pray 
that atrocities like this will never be allowed to 
happen again”.  We then headed to the Anne 
Frank House & Museum, another harrowing and 
sobering experience, leaving us all with a sense 
of compassion. As Anne Frank’s diaries survived 
the atrocities of the Shoah she was able to fulfil 
her dream to be an author.  Visits to Dam Square, 
Royal Palace, the Portuguese Synagogue, and 
the Jewish Historical Museum allowed the boys 
to put many of their experiences at Camp Vught 
and the Anne Frank Museum into context. The 
interactive educational exhibit at the JHM was 
really engaging and spanned four-thousand 
years of Jewish history and culture. 

First Formers started their ‘Places of 
Worship’ trip at the Gurdwara Sri Guru Sabha in 
Southall, a wonderful opportunity to learn about 
the Sikh values of sweetness, love, respect and 
compassion first hand. The Langar Kitchen, the 

Spanish students in Salamanca

First Form pupils on their ‘Places 

of Worship’ trip

A trip to the Netherlands with 
a group of pupils covering a 
range of age groups gave all 

those studying Philosophy 
& Religion the opportunity 

to reflect on how hatred and 
discrimination has shaped 

our history.

MFL Festival of Languages
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Gurdwara’s community kitchen, open to everyone 
and anyone from 2am—9pm 365 days a year, 
was in full swing and we were able to sample the 
delicious food. We learnt from our guide about 
the equality and inter-faith tolerance that Sikhs 
practise towards others. The second stop was 
the Buddhadipa Temple, Wimbledon. One of the 
six resident monks spoke to us about Buddhist 
practices and beliefs. We spent a while in the 
calm meditation garden and it was great to hear 
our boys asking the host curious and perceptive 
questions throughout the afternoon.

Ed Swift, Head of Philosophy & Religion

GEOGRAPHY 
Both our First and Second Forms have been 
treated to fantastic days out with the Geography 
department, all designed to aid preparation for 
their end of year exams and provide practical 
understanding of the topics covered in lessons.

The First Form went to Arbrook Common 
where, armed with wellies, metre rules, 
stop watches and CRADs (Calibrated River 
Acceleration Devices), they were determined to 
explore the raging torrent that is the River Rythe. 
After a solid day of data collection, the boys were 

...  results were excellent 
with Reed’s boys 

achieving 4 golds, 8 silvers 
and 14 bronzes!

First Formers collecting geographical data on Arbrook Common

The Dorset coastline

The Greenpower Team

able to comment on the velocity, cross 
section and wetted perimeter of the river 
on a straight as well as a meander.  

For the Second Form trip to the 
majestic Dorset coastline the weather 
gods smiled down on us, allowing 
the Jurassic Coast to show her true 
beauty. Our day was spent studying the 
formation of various coastal features: 
caves, arches, stacks, stumps, bays, 
beaches and sand dunes, all of which 
were shown off in true brilliance.

Jono Douthwaite, Geography Department

MATHS
Following on from last term’s Intermediate 
Maths Challenge, this term saw The 
Close boys pit their wits against some 
extremely challenging questions set 
by the UK Mathematics Trust. Some 
of our top mathematicians sat a paper 
with the aim of gaining a bronze, silver 
or gold certificate, with only the top 6% 
of participants receiving gold. The results 
were excellent with Reed’s boys achieving 
4 golds, 8 silvers and 14 bronzes! Ben Way 
achieved the top mark in the School and he, 
along with Dylan Stanger, has progressed 
to the follow-on round of the competition, 
where the prestigious Maths Kangaroo Merit 
can be won!

Terry Ha, Maths Department



Lower Sixth students attended a Higher Education 
Day consisting of four highly informative talks 
designed to help them in their preparation for 
university: ‘How to Write an Effective Personal 
Statement’ (delivered by a representative from 
the University of Reading); ‘How to Choose a 
Course/University’ (delivered by a representative 
from the University of Bath) and ‘Living on Your 
Own’ (an interactive talk delivered by Mr Rimmer 
and Mr Anderson). They also attended a session 
to register for UCAS, meaning that all are now in a 
position to start their university applications. Time 
was also spent using the ‘Unifrog’ programme to 
search for courses and begin drafting personal 
statements. This was a really positive day - many 
students commented on the quality of talks 
received, enabling them to make more informed 
decisions about their future. 

 Sarah Butler, Director of Higher Education & 
Careers

We were delighted to welcome back nearly 30 Old 
Reedonians to our FutureUni Day. The majority of 
them are currently at university and they shared 
experiences, tips and words of wisdom with 
our Lower Sixth students about their university, 
their course and their work. The ORs thoroughly 
relished being grilled by the students who asked 
some very insightful questions, as well as enjoying 
a famous ‘Reed’s lunch’ and catching up with their 
former teachers.  

Sharmaine Matthews, Assistant Alumni 
Director

A C A D E M I C 
Preparing our pupils for the future ...

ACADEMIC | 
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Personal Development Week
FutureUni Day

Lower Sixth students took part in a Personal 
Development Week which included a variety of 
challenges and activities at school, as well as 
in and around London. The aim is to promote 
self-improvement and self-insight through 
burgeoning skills of leadership, communication 
and teamwork. One way this was achieved was 
by placing us in random groups with people we 
don’t normally spend time with on a daily basis, 
thus putting us all slightly outside our comfort 
zones.

At the beginning of the week we developed 
a team identity and designed t-shirts, based 
on our team names, which we would wear 
during the week. We took part in challenges 
like trebuchet building; a ‘London Rally’, solving 
clues and completing challenges across the 
capital; as well as Dragon Boat racing at the 
London Docklands. The wide range of activities 
meant that everyone was equally important 
and teamwork was essential in order to do 
well overall. Being in a team with people from 
outside our friendship groups meant, that while 
working together to complete challenges, we 
formed connections with people that we didn’t 
know very well. The week was very successful in 
motivating and developing us as more rounded 
individuals and creating new, worthwhile 
friendships.                                          

Alex Roberts, Lower Sixth Form student

BIOLOGY
Lower Sixth Form biologists attended a 
conference organised by the Large Animal 
Research Group at the Department of Zoology, 
University of Cambridge. They listened to MSc, 
PhD and Post-doctoral researchers presenting 
their most recent research. This work included 
research investigating ageing; the effect of 
dominance status on telomere length in meerkats; 
the use of accelerometers in developing remote-
behaviour recording equipment; and the 
development of predictive population models 
that can be used to foresee potential population 
crashes. Given the academic level of these talks 
the students acquitted themselves well. They 
were also able to see the pub that Watson and 
Crick went to after discovering the structure of 
DNA and had the true undergrad experience of a 
picnic lunch by the Mill Pond. 

Alex Thomson, Biology Department

GREENPOWER RACING 
The GreenPower team took the car to the 
Goodwood for a test day. Here, the boys are 
allowed to drive around the historic race circuit 
to their heart’s content, to test and fettle the 
vehicle to prepare it for the official heat at 
Dunsfold in September. The team has also been 
working to build a totally bespoke version which 
they hope will be faster than the very well-built, 
but heavy, starter version. Ideally, this will also 
be ready to compete after the summer. Callum 
Cobb, Ethan Cox, Robert Muir and Louis Viner 
drove consistently well and without incident, 
completing several laps each. The challenge is 
now on to finish the new car and compete with 
the rest of the field.

Paul Millington, Head of Design & Technology

The wide range of 
activities meant 

that everyone was 
equally important 

and teamwork was 
essential in order to 

do well overall.
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THE SENIOR GIRLS’ SPRINT QUARTET 
(Lauren Smith, Jemma Wood, Catherine 
Ledesma and Mollie O’Sullivan) ran brilliantly at 
the Achilles National Track Relays to secure 
third places in both the 4 x 100m and the 4 x 
200m. Competing against some outstanding 
athletes from schools around the country, 
the girls came first in their 4 x 100m heat and 
second in their 4 x 200m heat behind Millfield. 
In both finals, the girls ran superbly to finish 
third on the podium. A special mention must 
go to Mollie and Jemma who will be competing 
at national junior and senior levels respectively.    

The quartet was joined by Alex Lillywhite 
to compete at the Epsom College Invitational 
Athletics Meet. The girls, easily combatting 
the opposition in nearly every event, both 
field and track, won overall by 18 points. 
Many congratulations on our best ever 
performance to date with our strongest team!

Lucy Balls, Head of Girls’ Sport

AT H L E T I C S
Best performance ever from our girls’ team

AT H L E T I C S
Triathlon team success

FOUR BOYS FROM REED’S FIRST EVER 
TRIATHLON TEAM ventured to Denstone 
College for the inaugural Independent 
Schools Triathlon. 

The conditions were far from perfect 
but Ben Bisson (competing in the 11-12 
age group) managed an excellent race 
and came home first to win his age 
group! 

Mack Downey (13-14 age group) 
smashed the course and put up an 
excellent time, running in third, later 
upgraded to a silver after first place was 
disqualified for not completing the correct 
number of laps on the bike course. 

Owen Lewis (13-14 age group) had a 
good race and finished 26th in a strong 
field but Josh Thomas (15-18 age group) 
had a tougher time on the bike, ending 
up in a hedge. An excellent day topped 
off by a gold and a silver medal!

Adam Jolly, Head of Athletics

C R I C K E T
U15s retain the  
Surrey Cup

THE SEASON HAS BEEN VERY BUSY and 
successful, with more teams raised and 
games played than before and a healthy 59% 

win ratio across the whole school.
Of all the teams, the stand-out side 

must be the 3rd XI (led by Alex Major) who 
played an exuberant and exciting brand 
of cricket that resulted in an outstanding 
100% record. The other senior sides all 
had impressive records with many wins 
throughout the season. Out of all the 
players special mention must go to Cricket 
Captain, Nathan Tilley, who scored 857 runs 
including five centuries. Six other boys also 
scored centuries in the senior teams.

In the Middle School, the U15A team had 
an excellent season culminating in beating 
Trinity in the Surrey Cup final, retaining the 
trophy and making it a hat-trick of wins in 
the past three seasons. The U15Bs finally 
found form in the last two games and the 

U15Cs enjoyed some excellent matches. 
The U14As had a mixed season, producing 
some excellent performances, and the Bs 
and Cs had healthy looking playing records.

In The Close there were some heroic 
performances. The U13As had many more 
wins than losses, as did the Bs. The C and 
D teams had more matches than ever before 
and it was great to watch the infectious 
enthusiasm spread through the teams as 
wickets were captured and runs were scored. 
The U12A team found their feet in the second 
half of the term whilst the B, C and D teams all 
enjoyed the sweet taste of success.

Malcolm Dunn, Head of Cricket

Senior Girls’ Sprint Squad: Lauren Smith, Jemma Wood, Mollie O’Sullivan and Catherine Ledesma
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G O L F
The Academy takes off

THE REVITALISED REED’S SCHOOL 
GOLF ACADEMY (RSGA) saw an 
increase in the opportunities available to 
the pupils. Along with refurbished short 
game practice area, an Order of Merit to 
compete against each other in matches 
and events, including a performance 
table to assess their commitment,  across 
the season have been instrumental in 
allowing the squad to develop. Fourth 
Former Austin Gambel was the winner of 
the Order of Merit and Matthew Hawke 
in the Second Form came out top in the 
performance table.

The season started with Lewis Brown 
and Alex Gadd getting a very credible 
fourth-place finish in the AQ Invitational 
at St Mellion. After winter training in Spain 
the squad kept practice up with a Winter 
Series between RSGA and Burhill Golf 
Club. This Ryder Cup style programme 
over five different Sundays saw a real tussle 
which went down to the final day singles, 
Burhill running out winners in the end. 
More training preparation followed at the 
Cotswold Hills Golf Club, along with links 
training at Prince’s Golf Club. 

Having already pre-qualified for the 
ISGA Singles and the HMC Foursomes 
(the only school to have done so) the 
young team learnt a lot from competing 
against higher handicapped players and 
the experience taught them much for the 

return in September to begin the campaign 
for the 2017/18 season. 

RSGA entered the ISGA Junior League 
(2003 and younger) for the first time and 
was successful in winning through to 
the National Finals at Radley. The pairs 
(Thomas and Matthew Hawke with Lewis 
Wickham and Luke Bloom) competed 
twice round the lovely 9-hole course. On 
a very hot day and against the best junior 
golfers in the UK, Thomas and Matthew 
finished 5th and Lewis and Luke 11th 
from 28 teams. Later in the season Skye 
Slijepcevic was runner-up in the ISGA 
Junior Open and has been performing 
really well in the Rookie Tour run by Surrey.

Activities Week saw the squad heading 
west to Exeter University, hosting us in 
their wonderful High Performance Centre. 
A full schedule of matches on local courses 
and practice on their terrific short-game 
facilities on campus ended the season on 
a high.

Luke Bloom was awarded the James 
Morrison Trophy at the final assembly of 
the year for cutting his handicap from 19 
to 12. The trophy, in recognition of Old 
Reedonian and current European Tour 
player, James Morrison who, whilst a pupil 
at Reed’s, cut his handicap from 18 to 
scratch in 10 months.

Jimmy Wallis, Head of Golf

RSGA Order of Merit winners (Austin Gambel, 
Demi di Matteo, Owen Kressinger-Dunn) ISGA Junior League teams

T E N N I S 
A fun season for all involved

THIS BEEN AN EXCELLENT SEASON for 
Reed’s Tennis with more matches played 
than ever before and over seventy players 
representing the School. 

The Under 12 boys’ team had a very 
good season, qualifying for the Surrey 
League Finals and also getting to the final of 
the Surrey Festival which was an excellent 
achievement. The Under 13s were the stand-
out, all conquering squad, winning the Surrey 
League, Surrey Festival and Independent 
Schools Championships! They are also still 
progressing well in the National Schools 
Championships with the regional and national 
finals approaching in the autumn. The Under 
14 team were very successful, winning both the 
Surrey League and the Surrey Festival in their 
two key events. Under 15 is a key age group 
- these boys reached the final of the Surrey 
Festival, the Eton Pairs and the Independent 
Schools League as well as qualifying for next 
round of the National Schools competition. 

The Senior girls team competed very well 
in all the key events and it was fantastic that 
they qualified for the Surrey League finals for 
the first time. Our first pair also did extremely 
well to reach the Surrey Festival semi-final. 
The Senior Boys team enjoyed a wonderful 
season winning the Surrey League, Surrey 
Festival, Independent Schools League 
and St. George’s Pairs competition. They 
also reached the finals of the Independent 
Schools Championships and the National 
Schools Championships as well as gaining 
a Bronze medal In the World Schools 
Championships earlier on this year.

Adrian Blackman, Head of Tennis

U13 Squad
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EVENTS  
Launch Car Challenge final

Monday 11th September
THE JEREMIAH BROTHERS IN CONCERT  
7pm in the Ensemble Room

Saturday 16th September
OPEN MORNING 
Please see website for full timings and details

Thursday 21st September
FORS GIN TASTING & AGM 
7:30pm at Silent Pool, all welcome

Sunday 1st October
HARVEST FESTIVAL SERVICE 
7pm in the School Chapel

Thursday 5th October
FILM FOR THE FOUNDATION 
7pm in the Assembly Hall ‘sing-a-long’ to Dirty Dancing all welcome

Thursday 12th October
CLOSE HOUSE MUSIC COMPETITION 
7:30pm in the Assembly Hall

Tuesday 17th & Thursday 19th October
HOUSE CHARITY REVUES
Performances at 7pm in the Assembly Hall

Saturday 11th November 
OPEN MORNING 
Please see website for timings and details

Sunday 12th November
SERVICE OF REMEMBRANCE 
7pm in the School Chapel, places are limited

Thursday 16th November
AUTUMN CONCERT 
7.30pm in the Assembly Hall

Friday 17th November
FORS CHRISTMAS FAIR
12:30pm in the Sports Hall 

Wednesday 29th & Thurday 30th 
November
MAIN SCHOOL PRODUCTION OF 
‘SENSE & SENSIBILITY’ 
7pm in the Assembly Hall

Thursday 7th December
SENIOR CAROL SERVICE
2:30pm at Guildford Cathedral 

Monday 11th December
CLOSE CAROL SERVICE
7pm in the School Chapel

These events and timings may be subject to alteration, so 
please check the website for the most up to date information 
www.reeds.surrey.sch.uk

IN ITS SECOND YEAR OF RUNNING, 
Launch Car Challenge has now 
become the largest outreach event 
Reed’s holds as part of the Reed’s 
Primary Forum. Over this academic 
year, we have had some 600 Year 
5 children from local and inner-city 
London primary schools attending.

The activity is hosted in our 
innovative FutureTech building where 
the pupils design and produce a car 
that is launched by compressed air. 
Their vehicles are raced against the 
other teams in their group on the day 
they come to Reed’s. The winning 
team from each session is invited back 
for the final. With 20 teams from 12 
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different schools involved, the day was 
a great success with Claygate Primary 
School finishing in first place. The event 
was kindly supported by the Patron’s 
Fund and the Worshipful Company 
of Tallow Chandlers whose Master 
attended to present the winning team 
members with their trophies.

One of the key aims of our outreach 
activities is to work collaboratively 
with teachers from state primary 
schools, not only to provide enhanced 
curriculum activities for their pupils, 
but to make them aware of the work 
of our Foundation.

Ed Whiffin, Events & Outreach 

Manager

Master of Worshipful Company of Tallow Chandlers presenting prizes


